
Welcome Public

VILLAGE OF SOUTH GLENS FALLS
WATER AND SEWER PUBLIC MEETING

6:00 PM
AUGUST 18, 2021

MAYOR NICHOLAS BODKIN PRESIDING

Minutes

Attendance:

Mayor Bodkin
Trustee Carota Robert Flores
Trustee Girard                               Trustee Guthiel - via call in
Anthony Mantas Attorney Barktowski
Highway Maintenance Supervisor Chagnon
Deputy Clerk Kristen Doyle
Alan Dubois
(518) 796-9121
(518) 793-1325

Absent:
None

Public Forum- none

1. Schedule/budget- waiting on Attorney Barktowski to finalize the easement so that
National Grid can do the quoted work.

2. We would need to increase our loan amount by $1 million. Can get more loan
money, not more grant money

3. At this time we will wait for the bids to come back in then decide if/ how much
more money will be needed and where we will get it from.

4. Will the kind of building that we do make a difference in our cost? Lumber or
Metal? Metal is cheaper but we would have to go through the whole process
again with getting plans drawn and designed, which is pricey. Considered doing a
new bid for all types of buildings. A complete re-bid write up would be $20,000.00

5. Suggested doing a bid for the tanks as empty then piggyback on county for the
media.

6. TJ wanted to clarify the size of the pumps, the pumps in the front end need to
match the pumps in the back end to make sure we can pump enough volume to



support demand when needed. Anthony stated they are rated for ______  per
minute, which would be comparable to what we can accommodate for now.

7. For 9/1/21 meeting Delaware Engineering to have new bid request’s made up for
review and the schedule updated to reflect changes, hope to break ground in
early 2022.

8. The water department tested every spring box, and each one contained traces of
Sulfur

9. Sewer I&I scada needs to be connected to the water plant, Aqualogics to be
contacted to get a quote to connect the two.

10.Kubricky is waiting for payment
11. TKC payment-Delaware needs backup to process payment lien releases.
12.TJ to put in trees with any leftover CDBG money. Looking at a total of 7-15 trees.
13.Mayor Bodkin called to end the Water/Sewer meeting at 7:00PM sharp to start

the regular scheduled board meeting.


